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2020 – A year of challenges, changes 
and community

Challenges of COVID-19 Opportunity to develop our landscaping community, 
stronger than ever before

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the last Landscape Summit, late last February, a LOT has changed.  The COVID-19 pandemic presented us all with a lot of challenges.  �Valley Water has faced unprecedented challenges: how do we keep operations going during the pandemic?  �The challenges extended to our Conservation programs, especially the Landscape Rebate Program.  Later on, Ashley Shannon will be addressing the ways we met these challenges this year.  The great thing about challenges is that sometimes they lead to opportunities. �Which brings us to the theme of this year’s Summit: Community.  Our friends, neighbors and community are how we weather a challenge.   Our opportunity at this moment is to come together as a community to give each other resources and lift each other up.  And we will need everyone to help with future water challenges, which brings me to my next slide: Early 2021 Hydrologic and Reservoir Conditions.



Early 2021 Hydrologic and Reservoir Conditions
HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS BELOW AVERAGE
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2021 Initial Local Outlook 

End of Year (EOY)
Groundwater Storage

Normal (Stage 1)
No water use reductions

Alert (Stage 2)
0-10% reductions

Severe (Stage 3)
10% -20% reductions

Critical (Stage 4)
20% -40% reductions

Emergency (Stage 5)
40% -50% reductions

Water Shortage 
Contingency 
Plan Stages

Projected 
2021 EOY 

Storage

Above 300,000 AF

250,000 – 300,000 AF

200,000 – 250,000 AF

150,000 – 200,000 AF

Below 150,000 AF

10% - Current SWP Allocation (35 TAF) 

TBD - Initial CVP Allocation

~340 TAF        - Semitropic Storage 

~331 TAF        - End of 2020 Groundwater Storage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A wet 2017 and 2018 coupled with demands remaining lower than pre-drought levels has allowed us to keep our storage reserves full. Our groundwater basins are in good shape.  However, since winter has been dry so far, we are keeping an eye on hydrologic conditions so we can react swiftly. The SWP and CVP allocations are preliminary and often change, especially if we get more precipitation this winter. Regardless, with our significant groundwater reserves, our initial projection is we will finish the year in or just below the normal stage even if the rest of the year is dry. 



2020 Retail Water Use and Reductions
Need to Ensure “Conservation is a Way of Life”

2020

North 
County 
Ground 
water 

South 
County 
Ground 
water 

Treated 
Water SFPUC SJWC 

Surface 

2020 
Monthly 

Use 

2020 
Cumulative 

Use 

Jan 4,090 1,187 4,954 3,126 488 13,846 13,846 
Feb 4,785 1,286 5,720 3,342 222 15,355 29,202 
Mar 6,178 1,395 5,496 3,471 461 17,001 46,203 
Apr 5,311 1,410 6,207 3,617 697 17,241 63,444 
May 6,861 1,947 9,565 4,376 347 23,096 86,540 
Jun 7,406 2,191 11,364 4,818 310 26,091 112,630 
Jul 6,844 2,787 12,322 5,215 302.4 27,471 140,101 

Aug 7,648 2,309 12,317 4,795 264.0 27,333 167,434 
Sep 6,916 2,110 10,671 4,642 225.0 24,564 191,998 
Oct 6,757 2,074 10,117 4,414 206.0 23,569 215,567 
Nov 5,793 1,523 8,032 3,490 182.4 19,021 234,587 
Dec 5,210 1,378 6,505 3,297 206 16,596 251,183 

Jan to 
Current 
Totals  

73,801 21,597 103,271 48,604 3,911 251,183 

%Savings 
by Source 
of Supply 

14% 6% 19% 11% 50% 16%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the diligent conservation efforts of residents were instrumental to surviving the drought. In Santa Clara County residents have excelled at saving water,  cutting back by 27 percent in 2015, 28 percent in 2016. For 2020, residents saved 16% compared to 2013. The community’s water-saving helped the region’s groundwater basins rebound and remain at normal levels since the drought. As conditions have been dry this past year and this winter, we need to always remember the importance of conserving water. Mention the Boards voluntary call for 20% conservation.



California’s Historic 5 Year Drought

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main point here is to remind everyone of the unprecedented drought we experienced and how it helped shape where we are today. Very low precipitation coupled with high temperatures during drought, statewide.



Climate Change Impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate change has a diversity of impacts to our environment, including many that will impact Valley Water’s mission, including providing healthy creeks and ecosystems, safe clean water, and flood protection. 



Draft Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP)

• Framework for mitigation and adaptation

• Presents goals and strategies

• Proposes an ongoing implementation program

2021



 June 13, 2017, the board extended the call for 20% 
reductions, but removed recommendations for mandatory 
actions by retailers and municipalities.  They also 
recommended that many water waste restrictions be 
permanent and called for making water conservation a 
way of life. Please continue to make conservation a way of 
life. 

SCVWD Board of Directors Response 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remind everyone what the Board is currently calling for and we will likely return to the board in the spring with an update on water supply conditions(President Trump, in a speech on 2/19 incorrectly noted that all Californian's would be restricted to 50 gallons per person per day which is a misunderstanding. https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/Trump-California-drought-Gavin-Newsom-Bakersfield-15068942.php.  It may be helpful to note the following to add some clarifications)In 2018, with California’s historic five-year drought ended but still fresh on everyone’s minds, Brown signed AB 1668 and SB 606, which set water efficiency standards for utilities to follow in the decades to come. The bills say indoor water use needs to be reduced to an average of 55 gallons per person per day by 2023, declining to 50 gallons by 2030.But those are just regional targets water districts will have to meet across their ratepayer bases, as part of a broader “water budget” strategy that accounts for both indoor and outdoor use. Water districts — not individual customers — could be fined if they don’t hit the targets.



State Transitions to Conservation as a Way of Life

Governor Executive Order

State Board transitions 
away from monthly and 
annual percent reductions

Move towards water use 
efficiency and water 
budgeting targets after 
2020- performance based 
targets will be in place.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regardless of year type, the state (and locally) we are transitioning to making conservation a way of life.  State looking to set targets for water retailers across the state, essentially setting water budgets for each retailer.  Also looking at strengthening water supply plan requirements. 



QUESTIONS?
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